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LEAN HOGS:
Smoking hot is the only way to describe the cash hog market. Last Friday bids were up $3.00 followed by
$2.00 higher on Monday, up another $3.00 on Tuesday with prices Wednesday up $1.00. Cash bids are
expected to be up $1.00 to $1.50 today. Smithfield is down for the remainder of the week, squelching the
daily kill by nearly 60,000 pigs. But Smithfield is not in the negotiated cash hog market on a daily basis.
The kills are down, product up and the other packers are looking for hogs, aggressively looking for hogs to
kill. Despite the surge in cash processing margins remain highly profitable. They’re expanding the size of
the Sat kill effort. Cash prices were approaching 16-year lows when the bottom arrived. Today is day-four
of the Goldman Roll. Futures volume yesterday was large at 92,800 with open interest increasing nearly
2,800 cars. New longs likely entering the market. The Chinese announced they’re banning the use of food
waste for feed to hogs in infected provinces. There were no new cases reported yesterday. We consider
the situation serious and potentially very bullish for U.S. hog prices down the road.
LIVE CATTLE:
Live cattle futures rallied sharply on very high volume of trade reported at just over 132,000 contracts.
Highest volume in months. Open interest declined by 3,200 cars with all of the decline noted in the Oct
LC contract. There is still no cash steer trade to report. FC also moved higher on large volume reported at
22,200 contracts with open interest up just slightly. The Oct and Dec LC are testing the upper end of the
trading range whereas the deferred contracts blasted though these levels yesterday. We are strongly
recommending hedging strategies for fall/early winter beef production. There’s simply too much
uncertainty in the world to not reward this move by establishing some protective hedges. The industry is
very bullish which worries us. Typically when everyone is leaning the same way something totally
unexpected develops.
For a free 30-day trial to the evening livestock wire please send us an email to
dennis.smith@archerfinancials.com.
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